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What else do we do?

CILIP Information Literacy Group

Advocacy

Training for IL practitioners and support for
libteachmeets – sponsorship of up to £500
Information Literacy Awards - £1000 prize
money
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Blurring of boundaries?
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Digital Britain Report
In looking at Digital Life Skills, it is important to address the potential
confusion that might arise because of the number of differing literacies
that feature in official and professional reports - information literacy,
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There are clearly overlaps but Information Literacy adds a further
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Without such
skills citizens run the risk of being excluded and disenfranchised from day
Askmum.co.uk
to day life. Being able to gain access to digital material is only the
beginning and a combination of all the literacies is required.

Thank heaven for Terry Wogan!

About Giggles Computer Funtime
For Baby: ABCs & 123s
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(Plagiarised from Prof David
Nicholas)

From The Network Society, by Manuel Castells

Douglas, Jonathon.

‘Information Literacy is more than a

library or education issue. It is crucial
to issues of economic development,
health, citizenship and quality of life.’

